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Abstract: Fault Current Indicators (FCIs) with communication interfaces have been widely used
in distribution systems to reduce fault-finding time. The effectiveness of a Fault Management
System (FMS) composed of FCIs greatly depends on the performance of the communication network
deployed by the FCIs and the failure rates of distribution systems. The conventional techniques only
focus on the issues of optimal number and location of FCIs or communication network deployment
individually; therefore, the effectiveness of an FMS cannot be assessed realistically. A systematic
effectiveness assessment methodology for FMS considering the performance of the communication
network deployed by the FCIs and the failure rates of distribution systems is vital and is investigated
in this paper. A communication evaluation platform is designed in this paper and used to acquire
the field measurements of communication parameters. The communication parameters, especially
the Packet Success Rate (PSR), between two adjacent FCIs are measured, and the Probability Density
Function (PDF) of the PSR can be built accordingly. The effectiveness of the FMS is then assessed by
stochastic analysis considering the failure rates of the distribution system and PSR PDFs between
two adjacent FCIs. Due to the characteristics of easy installation, maintenance, longer battery life,
lower cost, and so on of ZigBee, the ZigBee-based FCI is mainly discussed in this paper. In order to
efficiently find the communication route when a fault occurs, a fast communication route tracking
method is also proposed in this paper and its feasibility is demonstrated in an actual distribution
system. Experimental and simulation results demonstrate the validity of the proposed systematic
effectiveness assessment methodology for an FMS composed of FCIs. The proposed assessment
methodology can more realistically react to the actual conditions of the FMS and therefore save on
installation time and costs.

Keywords: fault current indicator; fault management system; failure rate; probability density function;
communication route tracking

1. Introduction

The smart operation and control schemes in an Advanced Distribution Automation System
(ADAS) generally include optimal volt/var control; contingency analysis; a Fault Management System
(FMS); Fault Detection, Isolation, and Restoration (FDIR); etc. Without an FMS, the fault location
detection and identification will mostly depend on customers’ complaints of power outages over
the phone and the dispatcher’s personal experiences. The maintainers must go to the probable fault
locations for field inspection. If the fault location cannot be determined, the fault chasing scheme
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is commonly used to find the fault location. However, this procedure consumes time and labor,
and multiple fault chasing schemes are likely to shorten equipment life. Therefore, the most important
functions to reduce outage duration and improve service reliability for ADASs are provided by
FMSs and FDIR [1–3]. For fault indication and location, different devices including Fault Current
Indicators (FCIs), circuit breakers, feeder terminal units, etc., have been designed and are widely
used in FMSs. Due to the lower cost, FCIs mounted on line sections have been widely installed in
distribution systems to detect and indicate a short-circuit current. Generally, FCIs can reduce operating
costs and service interruptions by identifying the fault location and accelerating power restoration
to customers. Moreover, due to the decrease of hazardous fault chasing, equipment damage can
be reduced, and operational safety can be effectively enhanced. The design and implementation of
conventional FCIs can be found in [3–5].

Although the conventional FCIs are useful, sectionalizing the distribution system to determine the
fault location in an actual distribution system is still a time-consuming procedure after a fault occurs,
especially when the FCIs have not been cleaned periodically and have become muddied. Therefore,
an FCI with communication interfaces has been extensively proposed to overcome the shortcomings of
conventional FCIs [5–10]. Among those published papers, Reference [9] proposed a multilevel FCI with
a plurality of reed switches used to detect different current levels and to locate faults for distribution
systems with distributed generators. A new solution for the phase and earth fault directional detection
used in fault passage indicators was represented in [10]. Many publications have also focused on the
issues of optimal number and location of FCIs [11–16] to improve service reliability and/or reduce
customer interruption cost. An automatic and fast faulted line section location method for distribution
systems with distributed generators based on FCIs was proposed in [17]. Reference [18] analyzed the
feedback of FCI performance based on data collected from the pilot projects.

The effectiveness of an FMS composed of FCIs greatly depends on the performance of
the communication network deployed by the FCIs and the failure rates of distribution systems.
The conventional techniques only focus on the issues of optimal number and location of FCIs [11–16]
or communication network deployment [19–27] individually; therefore, the effectiveness of an
FMS cannot be assessed realistically. A systematic effectiveness assessment methodology for FMSs
considering the performance of the communication network deployed by the FCIs and the failure
rates of the distribution systems is vital and is investigated in this paper. A communication evaluation
platform is designed in this paper and used to acquire field measurements of communication
parameters. The communication parameters, especially the Packet Success Rate (PSR), between two
adjacent FCIs can be measured and the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the PSR can be
built accordingly. The effectiveness of the FMS can then be assessed by stochastic analysis
considering the failure rates of the distribution system and the PSR PDFs between two adjacent
FCIs. Due to the characteristics of easy installation and maintenance, automatically formed
meshed network, extensibility to several thousand devices, longer battery life, lower cost, etc.,
of ZigBee communication [19–22], the ZigBee-based FCI is mainly discussed in this paper. However,
the communication evaluation methodology proposed in this paper can be extensively used in other
communication peripheries without extra effort. A fast communication route tracking method is
also proposed in this paper to efficiently find the communication route when a fault occurs, and its
feasibility is demonstrated in an actual distribution system. Experimental and simulation results
demonstrate the validity of the proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology for FMSs
composed of FCIs. The proposed assessment methodology can more realistically react to the actual
conditions of the FMS and therefore save on installation time and costs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic concepts of
FCIs and FMSs. Section 3 provides the main ideas of the proposed systematic effectiveness assessment
methodology. The proposed fast communication route tracking method is also derived in Section 3.
Experimental and simulation results used to demonstrate the validity of the proposed assessment
methodology are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions of this paper.
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2. Basic Concepts of Fault Current Indicators (FCIs) and Fault Management Systems (FMSs)

2.1. Basic Concepts of FCIs

FCIs mounted on buses, underground cables, or overhead lines have been widely installed in
distribution systems for fault indication. The fault indication functions and practices are introduced in
this section. FCIs usually use reed switches for fault detection [28]. The application of a reed switch
for the proposed FCI is illustrated in Figure 1. With the fault current flowing through a conductor,
the magnetic field of the conductor will trigger the reed switch and result in the change of a mechanical
flag and/or the flash of a Light-Emitting Diode (LED) in the FCI for fault indication.

Figure 1. Concept of a reed-switch-based Fault Current Indicator (FCI).

The hardware architecture of a ZigBee-based FCI as illustrated in Figure 2 can be divided into
the ZigBee module, fault-current-detecting module, and Micro-controller Unit (MCU). Two magnetic
reed switches, abbreviated as SW1 and SW2, and Interrupt Request (IRQ) in MCU are used to detect
abnormal and normal currents, respectively. SW1 and SW2 switches with higher and lower triggering
currents such as 1000 A and 12 A, respectively, are commonly used. The operational stages of
a ZigBee-based FCI are as follows:

Normal Stage: SW1 will remain OFF (untriggered) and the mounted FCI is in normal stage if the
line current of the FCI is smaller than the triggering current of SW1. The status of SW2 can be ignored.

Fault Stage: SW1 will be ON (triggered) when the line current exceeds the triggering current
of SW1. The mounted FCI is then in fault stage and the alarm LED is enabled. The ZigBee network
constructed by the FCIs in the distribution system will transmit the fault information to the rear-end
processing system.

Repair Stage: After a few seconds of fault occurrence, the FCI is in the repair stage. The stage of
the mounted FCI will be changed to the normal stage after the fault has been cleared completely or the
power is restored.

Figure 2. Hardware architecture of the ZigBee-based FCI. MCU: Micro-controller Unit; IRQ:
Interrupt Request.
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2.2. Basic Concepts of FMSs

ZigBee is classified as a wireless personal area network for the short-distance communication
protocol of IEEE 802.15.4. ZigBee possesses the features of low-cost and low-power-consumption
wireless communication, and therefore has been widely used in many power engineering applications
such as utility controls, fault monitoring, advanced metering infrastructure, and so on. The ideal
transmission distance and the data transmission rate for ZigBee are 100–1200 m and 20–250 kbps,
respectively [19–22]. ZigBee Alliance defines three device types for a ZigBee network, i.e., ZigBee
coordinator, ZigBee router, and ZigBee end device. The ZigBee router can forward information
received to other ZigBee devices; therefore, the communication distance of the ZigBee network can be
effectively extended. To make sure that the ZigBee network can cover the whole distribution system,
the placement of ZigBee routers and ZigBee end devices should be planned prudentially. The concept
of integrating the ZigBee-based FCIs into construction of an FMS for distribution systems is shown in
Figure 3. The FMS is composed of several FCIs and a rear-end processing system. Using Figure 3 as an
example, if a fault occurs at the location of “Fault (1)”, the fault current will be detected by FCI2 and
FCI3 and these two indicators will then be in “Fault Mode”. FCI2 will transmit “Fault Information
(2)” to FCI3, which acts as a ZigBee router in this situation, and then “Fault Information (2)” will be
forwarded to the rear-end processing system. FCI3 will also transmit “Fault Information (3)” to the
rear-end processing system. The fault location can then be determined in the line section between FCI1

and FCI2. From Figure 3, it can be seen that the communication network constructed for the FMS is
very important.

Figure 3. Basic concept of a Fault Management System (FMS).

3. Systematic Effectiveness Assessment Methodology

3.1. Communication Evaluation Platform

The deployment guidelines for the ZigBee network can be found in the literature [23–27]; however,
the network deployment for actual distribution systems needs further investigation to make sure that
the communication performance is acceptable before device installation. A communication evaluation
platform using Google Maps to inspect the terrain and possible obstacles for the ZigBee-based FCIs is
shown in Figure 4. The proposed platform can select the candidate locations for FCI placement and
conduct actual field tests. The communication parameters including Packet Error Rate (PER), Link
Quality Index (LQI), Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), etc., can be measured and recorded in
the proposed platform for further investigation. The RSSI is the approximately received signal power
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in the bandwidth of an IEEE 802.15.4 channel. The LQI measures the received energy level and/or
signal-to-noise ratio for each received packet. The communication performance can be assessed from
the measured communication parameters. Figure 5 shows the Human–Machine Interface (HMI) of the
proposed communication performance evaluation platform.

Figure 4. Architecture of the communication evaluation platform.

Figure 5. Human–Machine Interface (HMI) of the proposed communication evaluation software.

Figure 6 shows the Google Map of the address in Figure 5 after the “Location Picture” button was
pressed. The Google Map street view was used to examine the possible terrain and obstacles and select
the candidate locations. The communication parameters including PER, LQI, and RSSI, etc., between
these two locations could be measured and recorded after the candidate locations for FCIs were
selected. If the communication performance is not acceptable, the locations can be modified, and the
field tests can be conducted again until acceptable communication performance between two adjacent
FCIs’ locations is achieved. Although PER, LQI, and RSSI can be measured and recorded, only the
measured PER is used to evaluate the communication performance of the FMS. PER can be converted
to PSR, commonly used to judge whether the signal transmission has succeeded, and integrated into
the communication performance evaluation of the FMS. The PSR can be expressed as:

PSR = 100 − PER. (1)
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Figure 6. Google Map used for candidate location evaluation.

The communication performance between two adjacent FCIs, i.e., point-to-point communication
performance, can be established by the platform and the procedures proposed. However, if the FCIs
are installed in the selected locations directly, the effectiveness of the FMS cannot be assessed from the
existing communication performance directly. The main reasons are described below:

• The FCIs and rear-end processing system separate a distribution system into several line sections.
Except for the point-to-point communication performance, the fault rates in various line sections
of the distribution system should be taken into account. As shown in Figure 7, some line sections
in the distribution system may have higher fault rates or lower fault rates. The higher fault rates
will result in high utilization ratios of FCIs in the line sections; therefore, the line sections require
better communication performance to preserve the same performance.

• As shown in Figure 8, the fault information forwarding of FCIs in the FMS is not only
a point-to-point process after a fault occurs. For example, the fault location is in the next line
section of FCI4 in Figure 8. The fault information forwarding for each FCI is very important
to make sure the fault location can be effectively identified. An error in fault information
forwarding may cause misidentification of the fault location. As shown in Figure 9, due to
the error in fault information forwarding of FCI3, the fault location will be in the next line section
of FCI3. This condition will degrade the effectiveness of the FMS. Therefore, the effectiveness
of an FMS composed of FCIs in distribution systems does not only greatly depend on the
performance of the communication network deployed by the FCIs but also on the failure rates of
the distribution systems.

Figure 7. Different fault rates in feeder or branch sections.
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Figure 8. Fault information forwarded correctly.

Figure 9. Fault information forwarded incorrectly.

3.2. Fast Communication Route Tracking Method

The communication route of fault information forwarding for the simple distribution system as
illustrated in Figures 7–9 is easily determined by visual inspection. A geographic information system
was used to draw the one-line diagram of an actual distribution system for an ADAS. Figure 10
illustrates the one-line diagram for an actual distribution system acquired from Taiwan Power
Company [12]. It is not easy to find the communication route by visual inspection from Figure 10;
therefore, a fast communication route tracking method of faulted line sections is important for actual
distribution systems and is proposed in this paper. The proposed fast communication route tracking
method was designed based on the following observations: (1) the line sections between adjacent FCIs
can be treated as Faulted Line Sections (FLSs) and (2) the fault current detected by the FCI can be
considered as a Faulted Line Current (FLC) flowing along the FLSs. For example, the FLSs and FLCs
are marked and illustrated in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that there are seven FLCs measured by FCIs
and seven FLSs; therefore, it is able to efficiently find the communication route for each FLS when
a fault occurs.
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Figure 10. One-line diagram of an actual distribution system.

Figure 11. Faulted Line Sections (FLSs) and Faulted Line Currents (FLCs) for the proposed method.

A relationship matrix, the current injection to the line–current matrix, derived from the topology
characteristics of distribution systems was used to design the proposed fast communication route
tracking method. The detailed derivations of this matrix can be found in [29]. The building procedures
of the matrix only for the proposed communication route tracking method are shown in this paper.
For a distribution system, the FLS in a substation is 0 and the other FLSs are numbered sequentially
downstream. The building procedure for current injection to the line–current matrix ([ACILC]) is
as follows:

(1) For a distribution system with m FLCs and n FLSs, the dimension of the [ACILC] matrix is m by n.
(2) For an FLC k located between adjacent FLSs i and j, copy the column of the ith FLS of the [ACILC]

matrix to the column of the jth FLS and insert “+1” to the position of the kth row and jth column.
(3) Repeat 2 until all FLCs are included in the [ACILC] matrix.
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The constant and upper-triangular matrix [ACILC] has nonzero entries of +1 only. The equation
between current injections of FLSs and FLCs can be expressed as:

[IFLC] = [ACILC][IFLS] (2)

where
[
IFLC

]
and

[
IFLS

]
are the vectors of FLCs and current injections of FLSs, respectively.

Therefore, when a fault occurs, the line current path can be easily obtained from Equation (2).
For example, if a fault occurs in FLS k, then the faulted line currents can be obtained from:[

Ik
FLC

]
=
[
Ak

CILC

]
Ik
FLS (3)

where
[
Ak

CILC

]
is the kth column vector of

[
Ak

CILC

]
.
[
Ik

FLC

]
is the vectors of FLCs after a fault occurs

in FLS k. Ik
FLS is the fault current in FLS k.

Using Figure 11 as an example, Equation (2) can be expressed as:

[IFLC] =
[

I1
FLC I2

FLC I3
FLC I4

FLC I5
FLC I6

FLC I7
FLC

]T
(4a)

[ACILC] =



1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1


(4b)

[IPFLS] =
[

I1
FLS I2

FLS I3
FLS I4

FLS I5
FLS I6

FLS I7
FLS

]T
. (4c)

If a fault occurs in FLS 7, then the faulted line currents can be expressed as:

I1
FLC

I2
FLC

I3
FLC

I4
FLC

I5
FLC

I6
FLC

I7
FLC


=



1
1
0
0
0
1
1


I7
FLS. (5)

Obviously, from Equation (5), the fault line current path is I7
FLC, I6

FLC, I2
FLC, and I1

FLC.
The communication route after a fault occurs in FLS 7 is I7

FLC, I6
FLC, I2

FLC, I1
FLC, and substation. Therefore,

the communication route of an FLS can be easily found by the proposed communication route tracking
method and is the corresponding column vector of [ACILC].

3.3. Systematic Effectiveness Assessment of a Fault Management System (FMS)

A systematic communication evaluation methodology for FMSs composed of FCIs with
communication interfaces is crucial and is therefore investigated in this paper. The PDFs of
communication performance for various line sections between two adjacent FCIs were established
by using the measured communication parameters first. The line section fault rate and the stochastic
analysis model were then combined to simulate and assess the effectiveness of the FMS. The major
steps are described below:

Step 1: Enter the required simulation number for stochastic analysis.
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Step 2: Consider the fault rate of each FLS and use a stochastic analysis method such as the Monte
Carlo method to generate probable FLSs for the kth simulation, hereinafter referred to as Randomized
FLS, RFLS(k). The upstream FCI closest to the RFLS is the Randomized FCI (RFCI) and is defined as
RFCI(k) for the kth simulation. The failure probability of each FLS can be expressed as:

PFRi
FLS =

FRi
FLS

NFLS
∑

i=1
FRi

FLS

(6)

where PFRi
FLS is the failure probability for FLS i. FRi

FLS is the failure rate of FLS i. NFLS is the number
of FLSs in the distribution system.

The failure probabilities of FLSs can be expressed as a piecewise uniform distribution, and RFL(k)
can then be easily generated from Equation (6) by the Monte Carlo method.

Step 3: Simulate the fault information forwarding mechanism of the FMS as illustrated in Figures 8
and 9 from RFCI(k). The communication route of RFCI(k) can be easily found from the corresponding
column vector of [ACILC].
Step 4: In the fault information forwarding mechanism, each FCI generates the PSR probability
randomly based on the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) derived from the PDF of the measured
PSR between the two adjacent FCIs. The fault information is then forwarded to the previous FCI.
Therefore, the probability of the fault information being forwarded to another FCI can be established.
The Monte Carlo method generates a value between 0% and 100% randomly and uses the PSR CDF
to obtain the randomized PSR probability during each simulation. Using the CDF in Figure 12 as an
example, when the randomly generated value is 69.2%, the PSR probability is 95.8%.

Figure 12. Event probability for stochastic analysis based on the Monte Carlo method.

Step 5: Use the probabilities of the fault information being forwarded to calculate the probability of
correctly identifying the fault location in RFL(k). Using Figure 11 as an example, PSR1,k

FCI , PSR2,k
FCI ,

PSR3,k
FCI , PSR4,k

FCI , PSR5,k
FCI , and PSR6,k

FCI denote the PSR probabilities generated by Monte Carlo method
for FCIs between 1 and 2, FCIs between 2 and 3, FCIs between 3 and 4, FCIs between 4 and 5,
FCIs between 2 and 6, and FCIs between 6 and 7, respectively, in the kth simulation. RFLS(k) and
RFL(k) are FLS 7 and FCI 7, respectively. The communication route is expressed in Equation (5) and
the probability of correctly identifying the FLS in RFL(k) can then be written as:

PCIFL(RFL(k)) = PSR6,k
FCI ∗ PSR5,k

FCI ∗ PSR2,k
FCI ∗ PSR1,k

FCI (7)

where PCIFL(RFL(k)) is the probability of correctly identifying the FLS in RFL(k) in the kth simulation.
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Step 6: If the required simulation number is reached, proceed to Step 7; otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 7: The maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, etc., for the probability of correctly
identifying the FLS using the total simulation results can be calculated for the FMS and for each FLS.

If the predefined effectiveness requirement for the FMS, i.e., the probability of correctly identifying
fault locations, is met, then the installation locations of those FCIs can be determined. If the requirement
is not met, the line section with worse communication performance or higher fault rate should be
adjusted to look for more appropriate FCI placing locations.

The proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology for FMSs in this paper is briefly
described below:

Step 1: Select better placing locations for FCIs in a distribution system based on an online real-time
map. As most distribution systems are erected along roads, the proposed communication performance
evaluation platform can use satellite imagery and real images from online real-time maps to select
probable locations for FCI placement. The candidate locations can then be selected according to the
measured distance between probable locations and the barrier shown in the real image.
Step 2: Conduct field measurements of communication parameters. The point-to-point
communication parameters between two adjacent FCIs are measured and recorded according to
the above candidate locations. The measured data should at least include PER, LQI, and RSSI. The PDF
and CDF of the PSR between two adjacent FCIs can be established based on the measured PER.
Step 3: Assess the effectiveness of the FMS using the proposed stochastic analysis procedure.
The PSR PDF and fault rate of each line section are used to simulate and access the effectiveness
of the FMS constructed by FCIs. Therefore, the probability of correctly identifying the FLS can be
calculated for the FMS and each FLS.

The proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology for FMS can be applied to urban
and rural distribution systems. No special attention is required for ZigBee communication used in rural
distribution systems. The flowchart of the proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology
for FMSs is illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Flowchart of proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology. CDF: Cumulative
Distribution Function; PDF: Probability Distribution Function; PSR: Packet Success Rate; FMS: Fault
Management System; FLS: Faulted Line Section.
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4. Experimental and Simulation Results

4.1. Field Measurements of Communication Performance between Two Adjacent FCIs

The old railway line at the exit of Sizihwan Station of the Kaohsiung Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)
Orange Line was used to simulate a suburban feeder in the following tests. The Google Map shown
in Figure 14 was used to estimate the distance and evaluate the topography of the suburban feeder.
The candidate locations for FCI placement were selected according to the actual environment of
Figure 14. The communication parameters of various line sections could then be measured. As shown
in Figure 14, there were six FCIs, FCI01 to FCI06, on the feeder, dividing the feeder into six Line Sections
(LSs) for communication performance evaluation. Table 1 shows the distances and the angles between
adjacent FCIs for this feeder. From Figure 14, it can be seen that there was a sharp bend between FCI04

and FCI05 (LS_4); therefore, the distance of LS_4 was shortened to 130 m according to the geographic
information obtained from Google Maps. Figure 15 shows the photographs of the measured points for
LS_1 between FCI01 and FCI02. It is observed that FCI01 was in an open area, and FCI02 was straight
under the iron bridge. The mounting height of FCI01 and FCI02 was 2 m, and the distance between
FCI01 and FCI02 was about 470 m. There were some barriers such as trees and an iron bridge between
these two measuring points. ZigBee channel 21 was selected for the following field communication
performance evaluation. The number of measurements was 237. For each measurement, 1000 packets,
each 24 bytes, were transmitted.

Figure 14. Candidate locations for FCI placement obtained from Google Maps. EOF: End of Feeder.
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Figure 15. Photographs of the candidate locations for FCI01 and FCI02.

Table 1. Topography information of fault current indicator (FCI) placement.

Line Section
FCI No.

Distances (m) Angle
From To

1 01 * 02 470 Small
2 02 03 477 None
3 03 04 642 None
4 04 05 130 Large
5 05 06 430 None
6 06 EOF 500 None

* Rear-End Processing System, EOF: End of Feeder.

Figure 16 shows the respective PSR PDFs for LS_1 to LS_5 from the measured parameters. Table 2
shows the maximum, minimum, mean, and standard deviation of the measured PSRs. As shown in
Figure 16, if the number of measurements is large enough, the measured PSR’s PDF may be close to
a normal distribution. Therefore, the normal distribution (red line) can also be used to simulate the
communication performance between two adjacent FCIs.

Table 2. Packet Success Rate (PSR) Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of each line section.

Line Section Minimum (%) Maximum (%) Mean (%) Standard Deviation (%)

1 0.40 81.90 20.045 14.870
2 92.60 100.00 98.871 0.833
3 90.00 100.00 97.054 2.037
4 74.80 94.50 91.760 3.647
5 41.70 90.00 79.341 7.852

According to the measured PSRs listed in Table 2, the PSR between the candidate locations of
FCI01 and FCI02 is quite poor due to the sharp bend as illustrated in Figure 14. Therefore, the candidate
locations of FCI01 and/or FCI02 must be changed to reduce the sharp bend. From Figure 17, it can
be observed that the candidate location of FCI01 was changed from “01” to “01’” and the distance of
LS_1 was reduced to 410 m. Figure 18 shows the measured communication performance of LS_1 after
the FCI01 location was adjusted. Table 3 shows the measured communication performance for each
line section after the FCI01 location was adjusted. It is observed from Table 3 that the communication
performance of LS_1 was upgraded from 20.045% to 97.689%. Other candidate location adjustments
can also be done if necessary.
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Figure 16. PSR PDFs for the experimental feeder. (a) PDF of LS_1; (b) PDF of LS_2; (c) PDF of LS_3; (d)
PDF of LS_4; (e) PDF of LS_5.

Figure 17. Photographs of the candidate locations for FCI01 and FCI02.
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Figure 18. PSR PDF after FCI01 location adjusted.

Table 3. PSR parameters of each LS after FCI01 location adjusted.

Line Section
PSR (%)

Mean Standard Deviation

LS_1 97.689 4.574
LS_2 98.871 0.833
LS_3 97.054 2.037
LS_4 91.760 3.647
LS_5 79.341 7.852

4.2. Effectiveness Assessment of the FMS

After the PSR PDF for each line section has been built and has met the communication performance
requirement of adjacent FCIs, the fault rate of the feeder can be integrated into the proposed
methodology to assess the effectiveness of the FMS. The failure rate and the PSR PDF for each
line section are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. PSR and failure rate of each line section.

LS No.
FCI No. PSR (%)

Failure Rate (Times Per Year)
From To Mean Standard Deviation

LS_1 01 * 02 97.689 4.574 0.021
LS_2 02 03 98.871 0.833 0.035
LS_3 03 04 97.054 2.037 0.042
LS_4 04 05 91.760 3.647 0.023
LS_5 05 06 79.341 7.852 0.047
LS_6 06 EOF - - 0.019

* Rear-End Processing System, EOF: End of Feeder.

The simulation number was set to 100,000. An RFLS was generated in each simulation.
For example, if the RFL is in LS_4, the fault information forwarding mechanism of the FMS
will transmit fault information through the ZigBee network constructed by the FCIs in LS_3,
LS_2, and LS_1. At this moment, the Monte Carlo method is used to randomly generate the
respective PSRs between the adjacent FCIs of LS_3, LS_2, and LS_1. If the PSRs for LS_3, LS_2,
and LS_1 obtained from the Monte Carlo method are 96.7%, 93.3%, and 94.3%, respectively, then the
PSR probabilities for this fault information forwarding mechanism are LS_3 = 96.7%, LS_3 and
LS_2 = 96.7 × 93.3 = 90.2%, and the probability of successfully sending an RFL to the rear-end
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processing system is 96.7 × 93.3 × 94.3 = 85.1%. The value 85.1% is also the probability of correctly
identifying the fault location for this simulation. After 100,000 simulations, the mean and standard
deviation of the PSR for each line section are listed in Table 5. The PSR of LS_1 is the probability of
correctly identifying a fault location for this FMS. The average value of the PSR for LS_1 is 87.123%.
If the effectiveness requirement of the FMS is 85%, then these candidate locations of the FCIs can meet
the requirements. If it fails to meet the requirements, the candidate locations of the present FCIs must
be adjusted and the whole procedure rerun.

Table 5. PSR results for the FMS.

Line Section
PSR (%)

Mean Standard Deviation

LS_1 87.123 10.523
LS_2 89.453 10.802
LS_3 86.272 10.706
LS_4 85.643 10.204
LS_5 78.437 7.959

Most FCIs with communication interfaces can be embedded with a fault information
retransmission mechanism. The proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology can
also be used to simulate the fault information retransmission mechanism. In each stochastic analysis,
the fault information forwarding mechanism can be executed according to the predefined number
of retransmissions, and the maximum value is taken as the probability of correctly identifying
a fault location for this simulation. The probability of correctly identifying a fault location with
the retransmission mechanism can be expressed as:

PRT
CIFL(RFL(k)) = max

(
P1

CIFL(RFL(k)) · · · Pi
CIFL(RFL(k)) · · · PNRT

CIFL(RFL(k))
)

(8)

where PRT
CIFL(RFL(k)) is the probability of correctly identifying the FLS in RFL(k) in the kth simulation

with the retransmission mechanism. Pi
CIFL(RFL(k)) is the probability of correctly identifying the FLS

in RFL(k) for the ith retransmission in the kth simulation.
Table 6 shows the respective means and standard deviations of the PSR with 1, 5, and 10

retransmissions. From Table 6, it can be observed that the fault information retransmission mechanism
can effectually enhance the probability of correctly identifying the fault location. If the effectiveness
requirement of the FMS is 93%, five retransmissions can help the original FCL placement meet the
requirements. In an actual FMS, if the number of fault information retransmissions is set too high,
the lifetime of the FCIs’ batteries will be shortened. On the contrary, if it is too low, the effectiveness
of the FMS cannot meet the requirements. Therefore, the optimal number of fault information
retransmissions still needs further investigation and will be studied in the future. The experimental
and simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed effectiveness assessment of FMSs.

Table 6. PSR results for a Fault Management System (FMS) with 1, 5, and 10 retransmissions.

Line
Sections

PSR (%)

1 Retransmission 5 Retransmissions 10 Retransmissions

Mean Standard
Deviation Mean Standard

Deviation Mean Standard
Deviation

LS_1 89.376 11.393 93.717 7.783 94.532 7.102
LS_2 89.676 11.019 92.859 7.896 93.723 7.218
LS_3 86.548 10.885 90.817 8.037 91.987 7.433
LS_4 85.646 10.541 89.892 7.323 90.820 6.701
LS_5 78.390 8.407 84.746 3.039 85.831 2.260
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4.3. Feasibility of the Proposed Communication Route Tracking Method

Due to the limited space, only one actual distribution system acquired from Taiwan Power
Company, as illustrated in Figure 10, was used to verify the validity of the proposed communication
route tracking method. There were 35 FCIs installed in this distribution system according to the
optimal FCI placement proposed by [12]. The FCIs are numbered in Figure 10 and the FLSs for adjacent
FCIs are listed in Table 7. From Table 6, it can be seen that there are 35 FLSs. For example, FLS 27 is
in the line sections surrounded by FCIs 27, 28, and 29. From Figure 10 and Table 7, the relationship
matrix for the FLSs and FCLs can be built and the nonzero terms of the [ACILC] matrix are expressed
in Equation (9a). Obviously, it is not easy to find the communication route from Figure 10 for each FLS;
however, it can be checked straightforwardly from Equation (9a). For example, if a fault occurs on FLS
31, then

[
A31

CILC
]

can be expressed as Equation (9b). From Equation (9b), it can be checked that the
communication route is I31

FLC, I25
FLC, I24

FLC, I22
FLC, I7

FLC, I6
FLC, I5

FLC, I4
FLC, I3

FLC, I2
FLC, I1

FLC, and the rear-end
processing system of the substation. Obviously, the communication route of an FLS can be effectively
and efficiently tracked by the proposed communication route tracking method.

Table 7. Faulted Line Sections (FLSs) for the actual distribution system.

FLS Adjacent FCIs FLS Adjacent FCIs FLS Adjacent FCIs

1 1, 2 13 13, EOF 25 25, 26, 31
2 2, 3, 9 14 14, 15, 20 26 26, 27
3 3, 4 15 15, 16, 18, 19 27 27, 28, 29
4 4, 5 16 16, 17 28 28, EOF
5 5, 6, 13 17 17, OF 29 29, 30
6 6, 7 18 18, EOF 30 30, EOF+

7 7, 8, 22, 33, 34 19 19, EOF 31 31, 32
8 8, OF 20 20, 21 32 32, OF
9 9, 10 21 21, OF 33 33, EOF

10 10,11 22 22, 23, 24 34 34, 35
11 11, 12 23 23, EOF 35 35, EOF
12 12, OF 24 24, 25 - -

OF and EOF mean other feeder and end of feeder, respectively.
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5. Conclusions

The effectiveness of an FMS composed of FCIs greatly depends on the performance of
the communication network deployed by the FCIs and the failure rates of distribution systems.
The effectiveness of an FMS cannot be assessed realistically from the optimal number and location of
FCIs or the communication network deployment individually. Therefore, a systematic effectiveness
assessment methodology for FMSs composed of FCIs was investigated in this paper. A communication
evaluation platform was designed in this paper and used to conduct field measurements of
communication parameters for ZigBee-based FCIs. The PSR between two adjacent FCIs was measured
and the PSR PDF was built accordingly. The effectiveness of the FMS was then assessed using
a stochastic analysis method considering the failure rates of distribution feeders and PSR PDFs between
two adjacent FCIs. A fast communication route tracking method for a fault information forwarding
mechanism was also proposed in this paper. Experimental and simulation results demonstrated the
validity and feasibility of the proposed systematic effectiveness assessment methodology for FMSs
composed of FCIs. The proposed assessment methodology can more realistically react to the actual
conditions of the FMS and therefore save on installation time and costs. The optimal number of
fault information retransmissions and the integration of the proposed method into actual distribution
systems will be investigated in the future.
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Nomenclature

FCI Fault Current Indicator
FMS Fault Management System
PSR Packet Success Rate
PDF Probability Density Function
ADAS Advanced Distribution Automation System
FDIR Fault Detection, Isolation, and Restoration
LED Light-Emitting Diode
PER Packet Error Rate
HMI Human–Machine Interface
FLS Faulted Line Section
FLC Faulted Line Current
[ACILC] Current injection to line current matrix[
IFLC

]
Vector of FLCs[

IFLS
]

Vector of current injections of FLSs[
Ak

CILC

]
kth column vector of

[
Ak

CILC

]
[
Ik

FLC

]
Vectors of FLCs after a fault occurs in FLS k

Ik
FLS Fault current in FLS k

RFLS(k) Randomized FLS (RFLS) for the kth simulation
RFCI(k) Randomized FCI (RFCI) for the kth simulation
PFRi

FLS Failure probability for FLS i
FRi

FLS Failure rate of FLS i
NFLS Number of FLSs in the distribution system
PCIFL(RFL(k)) Probability of correctly identifying the FLS in RFL(k) in the kth simulation
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PRT
CIFL(RFL(k))

Probability of correctly identifying the FLS in RFL(k) in the kth simulation with
a retransmission mechanism

Pi
CIFL(RFL(k))

Probability of correctly identifying the FLS in RFL(k) for the ith retransmission in the
kth simulation

OF Other Feeder
EOF End of Feeder
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